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find 303 synonyms for as a whole and other similar words that you can use instead based on 2
separate contexts from our thesaurus the meaning of as a whole is as a complete unit used to
make a statement that relates to all the parts of something how to use as a whole in a sentence
high quality example sentences with for a whole in context from reliable sources ludwig is the
linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english for a whole day is a correct and
commonly used phrase in written english it indicates a period of time that lasts for an entire day
example i will be working from 9am until 5pm for a whole day tomorrow adverb these are words
and phrases related to as a whole click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go
to the definition of as a whole wholly synonyms utterly quite perfectly thoroughly altogether in
every respect from beginning to end wholly entirely completely fully totally in toto latin
antonyms partially both the whole day and for the whole day are correct in the following
sentences and they essentially mean the same thing i would be tired for the whole day she was
silent the whole day both the whole day and for the whole day here mean that throughout the
period of a complete day whole meaning 1 complete or not divided 2 used to emphasize
something 3 as a single object and not in learn more whole definition 1 complete or not divided
2 used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn more high quality example
sentences with for a whole night in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search
engine that helps you to write better in english 381 other terms for as a whole words and
phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms definitions sentences a whole foods diet is
full of fruits vegetables whole grains and legumes and it limits the amount of processed foods
you eat it may have benefits for weight loss immunity find 178 different ways to say whole along
with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com something that exists in
its entirety is whole if there are eight slices of pizza and you eat half you ve eaten four of them if
you eat the whole pizza you ve somehow managed to eat all eight slices definition of whole
adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more the meaning of whole is free of wound or
injury unhurt how to use whole in a sentence synonym discussion of whole as a noun it means
the whole but as an adjective it has the connotation of the part of a whole it is usually used with
part of or belonging as an essential part of the whole necessary to completeness constituent an
integral part in the spirit of living more fully we asked thought leaders we admire what
wholeness means to them and how they cultivate it in their own lives whatever their expertise
philosophy movement psychology spirituality nutrition addiction their answers came down to
this it s an inside job how to cook a whole chicken in the oven this is our test kitchen s tried and
true method on how to bake a whole chicken in the oven here s how you can make a roast
chicken dinner in five easy steps with five or fewer ingredients try this seven day whole food diet
plan created by a dietitian to reset your eating habits or try some delicious dinner recipes made
with wholesome ingredients synonyms for whole all undivided entire exclusive concentrated
focused total focussed antonyms of whole divided scattered partial incomplete diffuse
fragmentary halfway deficient
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what is another word for as a whole wordhippo May 27 2024 find 303 synonyms for as a whole
and other similar words that you can use instead based on 2 separate contexts from our
thesaurus
as a whole definition meaning merriam webster Apr 26 2024 the meaning of as a whole is
as a complete unit used to make a statement that relates to all the parts of something how to
use as a whole in a sentence
for a whole english examples in context ludwig Mar 25 2024 high quality example sentences
with for a whole in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps
you to write better in english
for a whole day english examples in context ludwig Feb 24 2024 for a whole day is a correct and
commonly used phrase in written english it indicates a period of time that lasts for an entire day
example i will be working from 9am until 5pm for a whole day tomorrow
as a whole 53 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jan 23 2024 adverb these are words
and phrases related to as a whole click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go
to the definition of as a whole wholly synonyms utterly quite perfectly thoroughly altogether in
every respect from beginning to end wholly entirely completely fully totally in toto latin
antonyms partially
using adverbial modifiers the whole day vs for the whole Dec 22 2023 both the whole
day and for the whole day are correct in the following sentences and they essentially mean the
same thing i would be tired for the whole day she was silent the whole day both the whole day
and for the whole day here mean that throughout the period of a complete day
whole definition in the cambridge english dictionary Nov 21 2023 whole meaning 1
complete or not divided 2 used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn
more
whole english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 20 2023 whole definition 1 complete or
not divided 2 used to emphasize something 3 as a single object and not in learn more
for a whole night english examples in context ludwig Sep 19 2023 high quality example
sentences with for a whole night in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search
engine that helps you to write better in english
synonyms for as a whole power thesaurus Aug 18 2023 381 other terms for as a whole words
and phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms definitions sentences
what is a whole foods diet benefits risks food list and more Jul 17 2023 a whole foods
diet is full of fruits vegetables whole grains and legumes and it limits the amount of processed
foods you eat it may have benefits for weight loss immunity
178 synonyms antonyms for whole thesaurus com Jun 16 2023 find 178 different ways to
say whole along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
whole definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com May 15 2023 something that exists in its
entirety is whole if there are eight slices of pizza and you eat half you ve eaten four of them if
you eat the whole pizza you ve somehow managed to eat all eight slices
whole adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Apr 14 2023 definition of whole
adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
whole definition meaning merriam webster Mar 13 2023 the meaning of whole is free of
wound or injury unhurt how to use whole in a sentence synonym discussion of whole
nouns word for a piece of a whole english language Feb 12 2023 as a noun it means the whole
but as an adjective it has the connotation of the part of a whole it is usually used with part of or
belonging as an essential part of the whole necessary to completeness constituent an integral
part
10 ways to embrace wholeness every day oprah daily Jan 11 2023 in the spirit of living more
fully we asked thought leaders we admire what wholeness means to them and how they
cultivate it in their own lives whatever their expertise philosophy movement psychology
spirituality nutrition addiction their answers came down to this it s an inside job
how to cook a whole chicken in the oven better homes gardens Dec 10 2022 how to
cook a whole chicken in the oven this is our test kitchen s tried and true method on how to bake
a whole chicken in the oven here s how you can make a roast chicken dinner in five easy steps
with five or fewer ingredients
7 day whole food diet plan created by a dietitian eatingwell Nov 09 2022 try this seven day
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whole food diet plan created by a dietitian to reset your eating habits or try some delicious
dinner recipes made with wholesome ingredients
whole synonyms 159 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 08 2022 synonyms for
whole all undivided entire exclusive concentrated focused total focussed antonyms of whole
divided scattered partial incomplete diffuse fragmentary halfway deficient
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